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Some Northern Hokan 
Plant-Tree-Bnsh Forms* 

SHIRLEY SILVER 

IN the conclusion of her paper on Cali
fornia Hokan, Mary Haas (1964) com

ments on intersection, an important problem 
in Califomia linguistic prehistory. In compar
ing some Proto-Hokan body-part terms with 
Algon-Ritwan, Yukian, and Penutian similars, 
she demonstrates likely intersections between 
Hokan and Algon-Ritwan, Hokan and Yukian, 
and Hokan and Penutian. Haas (personal 
communication) uses the term intersection to 
call attention to similarities between forms (in 
presumably genetically unrelated languages) 
for which coincidence seems an unlikely 
explanation and for which no evidence as yet 
exists to support an adequate genetic or 
diffusidnal explanation. 

In this paper, I extend into the domain of 
plant life the consideration of intersection 
begun by Haas within the framework of 
body-part terms. Under discussion here are 
the diachronic complexities manifested by 
some northern Hokan morphemes occurring 
in terms for plants, trees, and bushes. These 
morphemes, all having a general interpretation 
'of the plant world', make up two separate 
phonological subsets whose members are cog
nate. The fact that there are extra-Hokan 
similars for each subset leads to consideration 
of the possible extra-Hokan connections. 

The morphemes in question occur in the 
terms for 'sugar pine' (see Table 1) in Shasta 
(SH), Achumawi (AC), Atsugewi (AT), Chi
mariko (CH), Karok (K), the Yana (Y) dia

lects, and Kashaya Pomo (Pk), and function 
either as members of noun phrasal or stem 
compounds or as substantival suffixes. 

The constituents of the SH, AC, AT, and 
CH terms are noun stem + suffix. The K and 
Y constituents are noun stem + noun stem. 
The K morpheme occurs only as a postpound 
except in the noun theme Hpaha 'tree'. In Y 
we also find the substantives '^i(na) in Central 
and Northem Yana and ?/w/ m Yahi, with the 
meanings 'stick, wood, tree' (-na is an absolu-
tive suffix and -wi is probably the plural 
marker [with cohective impHcation]). 

The Pk term for 'sugar pine' is a type of 
noun phrase; however, Pk also uses noun stem 
compounding, e.g., " îhte 'feather' + q^ale 
'plant' > t^eq^^ale 'elderberry bush' (Oswalt, 
personal communication). Pk q^ale is a reflex 
of Proto-Pomo (PPo) *qha • le 'tree', a form I 

SH 

AC 

AT 

CH 

K 

Y 

Pk 

SUGAR PINE TERMS 

Sugar Pine Nut 

ac'aw 

assa 

ac'̂ aw 

hakew 
o 

''u's 

cau(na) 

cuye' 

Sugar Pine 

acawhihii 

assalo 

ac''awu:p 

hakewna'a 
o 

''usip 

cau'i 

cuye' q'lale 
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assume to have two constituents, *q'^a() + 
*le. The basis for this assumption is as 
follows. Robert Oswalt (1964), in a paper on 
Pomo intemal relationships, cites PPo *k^ah-
wa • (I), later revised to *q^ahwa • (I) 'bark (of 
a tree)', a reconstmction that fits every Pomo 
language except Northem Pomo (Pn); i.e., the 
second syllable of Pn ^ewa 'bark' fits well 
with the second syUable of *q^ahwa • (I), 
whereas the first syUable does not fohow 
established sound correspondences. Oswalt's 
suggestion that sewa may be a blend of two 
elements, the second syllable representing a 
cognate element and the first syllable a 
non-cognate element, is supported by Sally 
McLendon's (1973:66) discussion of the aber
rant Pn form as a reflection of a proto form 
*k^e(h)wa or *xe(h)wa, or an early borrow
ing of a similarly shaped form from Central or 
Southeastem Pomo (Pc, Pse). The cognateness 
of the second syhable of sewa is an argument 
for the morphemic complexity of *q^^a-
hwa • (I), and comparing *q^a • le and *ciha-
hwa • (I) raises the possibility that the first 
syhables of these forms are variant shapes of 
the same morpheme. If this is the case, 
*q^a • le is also morphemicahy complex and 
*-le represents an element that may be sec
ond member of a noun stem compound. 

It is worth noting here that the remarks 
Sapir (1917:17) made about Yana secondary 
stems may weh hold not only for other areas 
of the Yana grammatical system but also for 
other areas of the grammatical systems of 
other Hokan languages, including the Pomo 
group: " . . . it is highly probable that they 
were originally primary stems which, being 
often compounded with other preceding 
primary stems, gradually came to lose their 
independence . . . [ ; ] . . . loss of independence 
of secondary verb stems has evidently been 
consummated as a general process in the very 
remote past." 

I assume here that *-/e' had lost its 
independence by the time of PPo and also 

that *({^a • le had become synchronically un-
segmentable, i.e., it had undergone morphemi-
zation.^ In reconstructing PPo *-6', an ele
ment occurring in PPo forms for 'cotton-
wood', 'maple', 'live oak', 'pepperwood tree', 
and 'soaproot', McLendon (1973:49) presents 
other evidence for morphemization in PPo 
plant-tree-bush forms in pointing out that the 
reflexes of *-b'^ are segmentable only in the 
Pk, Pe (Eastem Pomo), Pn, and Pse forms for 
'pepperwood tree' (cp. PPo *bah • e 'pepper-
wood nut', *bah eb'^ 'pepperwood tree'). 
She also suggests that PPo *-b'^ involves 
metathesis of an older Pre-Pomo **-^b (result
ing from deletion of a Proto-Hokan */). 

To sum up at this point, there are two 
PPo elements, *-le and *-b''', both of which 
occur in PPo forms for plants, trees, and 
bushes; *-le appears to have been nonproduc
tive and *-b^ may have been quasi-productive. 
These two elements and the other northern 
Hokan plant-tree-bush markers shown in Ta
ble 1 fall into the two phonological sets given 
ki Table 2. 

In Table 2 both sets contain PPo and AC 
forms. As is the case with PPo *-le, the 
evidence for AC -Id • is tenuous. In his 
dictionary of Achumawi, Olmsted (1966) lists 
-Id • 'tree (suffix to name of fruit)' in the 
Achumawi-English section under L. In the 
section under 0 the entry -o • (-Id • after 

AC 

CH 

PPo 

SH 

AT 

K 

Y 

Table 2 

PHONOLOGICAL SETS 

Set I 

0 -

'' b Ob'') 

h i- h u 

u: p 

C) i- P 
•̂  i 

Set 11 

1 6-

n (a)'> a 

1 e 
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vowel) 'tree' implies that there is one mor
pheme with two phonological shapes; how
ever, in his work on Proto-Palaihnihan (PPa) 
phonology, Olmsted (1964:67) compares AC 
-6 ~ -o • with AT -o • p and reconstmcts PPa 
*o • p 'suffix denoting plant'. Since this re
constmction does not account for the variant 
shape -Id •, one imphcation is that AC -Id • 
and -6 • are two morphemes with same or 
near-same meanings rather than phonological 
altemants. For further support of the two-
morpheme argument compare AC slao • 'tam
arack tree {Larix laricinaY, {sla 'tamarack 
nut'), and slald 'Murray pine {Pinus balfouri-
ana)'(Olmsted 1966). 

It is certainly feasible to consider the 
members of set I as cognate. A tentative PH 
reconstmction *h/^i • p^u, closely paraheling 
Proto-Shastan *hi • p^u (SH hi • hti; Konomi-
hu hip(h)u as in kuwakinahip(h)u'^ 'peppemut 
bush' (kuwakhin 'peppemut'); Okwanuchu 
-ihu as in atsahihu 'sugar pine') would imply: 
(1) that in the Palaihnihan languages AC and 
AT (a) the vowel of the first syllable assimilat
ed to the vowel of the second, (b) the second 
vowel was lost, and (c) in AC the consequent 
final consonant was deleted; (2) that the 
second vowel was lost in K and Y, and Y also 
deleted a consequent final consonant. 

We cannot mle out the possibility that the 
Y form, at least, may be a reflex of only one 
member of a proto-bimorphemic string, espe-
ciahy since we do not have for Hokan an at
tested body of phonological rules which spe
cify the conditions under which final conso
nants would be deleted. In SH, for example, 
there are a number of morphemized plant-tree-
bush terms ending in -hii (cf. ca • hu^ 'ever
green bush', not *ca • hi- hii^), which is pre
sumably a reflex of Proto-Shastan *hi • p^u. It 
is unclear whether or not the conditions which 
account for the occurrence here of the mono
syllabic shape are phonological. 

In AC, where we must also account for 
consonant loss and where-6 • (set I) and -Id • 

(set II) occur in apparent contrastive distribu
tion, -d • might be explainable as the result of 
diffusion from AT; however, diffusion is a 
more likely explanation for AC -u • p in 
pa'^yipu • p 'mountain mahogany' (cf. AT 
winayu:p 'mountain mahogany'). (Leonard 
Talmy [personal communication] says that 
-u:p [the AT entry in set I] is the probable 
underlying shape; colon represents a phono
logical segment whose phonetic effect, under 
as yet incompletely specified conditions, 
lengthens and lowers a preceding vowel.) 

K provides us with another possible case 
of diffusion. Haas (1964) suggests that K 
'^dhup 'wood' is a formation of ^a • h 'fire' + 
('^)i-p, with -up as a rare allomorph of 
(^)i-p^ (see also kusup 'plant, sp'. Bright 
1957:364). -up could have come into K from 
one of the neighboring Shastan languages, 
e.g., New River Shasta. 

AC -u • p and K -up are obviously part of 
the diachronic problem exemplified by the 
forms in set I; whether they are instances of 
borrowing or are to be explained in terms of 
historical phonological processes must be de
termined through intemal reconstruction. 

Although the tentative PH reconstmction 
for set I is no more than a 'housekeeping' 
form and it is uncertain whether the members 
of set I are reflexes of proto-bimorphemic 
element, there can be Httle doubt that the set 
I forms are cognate, not only with each other 
but also with forms from Yuman languages in 
southem and Baja Cahfomia. In Yuma ?/• 
occurs as a first position element in noun 
themes such as ?/ do • 'wUIow', ?/ • diit 'wild 
turnip', ?/ • sdv 'arrowweed', and as a second 
position element in ?«?/• 'wood'. In Cocopa 
there is a form ^i • 'wood'. In Kiliwa we find 
thip 'sprout' and ^ipa'^ 'wood, stick', a form 
reminiscent of K '^ipaha 'tree' {''i • p + aha 
'fire' [?]). Once there is a comparable Proto-
Yuman form (and, hopefuUy, evidence from 
other Cahfomia Hokan languages) we will be 
able to reconstmct for Proto-Hokan a form 
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whose reflexes spread geographicahy from the 
California-Oregon border in the north to Baja 
Cahfomia in the south. 

The northem Hokan forms which com
prise set II are also good candidates for a 
Hokan cognate set, in spite of the tenuousness 
of the evidence for AC and PPo. (The CH 
entry represents the variants -nd ' a and -n ' a 
[cp. dBun 'a 'cedar' {dBu 'fire'), hdkewnd 'a 
'sugar pine'].) The Chumash forms for 'tree' 
in Table 3 provide supporting evidence for the 
existence of a second PH plant-tree-bush 
element. 

For this Chumash set Kathryn Klar (per
sonal communication) has tentatively recon-
stmcted *pono^, a form which assumes dele
tion of the second vowel in all but two of the 
reflexes. (Possible evidence of the bimor-
phemic status of *pono ? is found in Obispeno 
(t)pono^ 'tree, wood\(c)popo 'bark'.) 

The Yuman forms (from Wares 1968) in 
Table 4 offer further evidence for the cog
nateness within Hokan for the members of set 
II. 

On the basis of data presently available to 
me, it is impossible to reconstruct the precise 
meanings of the PH morphemes (or mor
pheme strings) represented by sets I and II. 
The occurrence of PPo *le as a nonproductive 
element and of PPo -b^ as a quasi-productive 
element indicates that change in the semantic 
specifications of these morphemes had al
ready taken place at least at the time depth of 
PPo. 

Let us now examine some ways in which 
these two PH plant-tree-bush elements repre
sent intersections between Hokan and other 
linguistic families in northem California. Simi
lars for one or both of the two Hokan sets we 
have been considering occur in Yurok (Al
gon-Ritwan), Wappo and Yuki (Yukian), and 
Proto-Miwok (Penutian). Speakers of these 
languages lived in territories contiguous to the 
territories of speakers of various northem 
Hokan languages (see Fig. 1). 

Table 3 

CHUMASH FORMS FOR TREE 

Barbareiio 

Inezerio 

Ventureiio 

Purismefio 

Cruzefio 

Obispefio 

'Tree' 

p 0 ri 

p 0 n 

p 0 n 

' ' a n i 

p 0 n 

(t)p 0 n 0 "^ 

Tire wood, tree' 

'tree, wood' 

In Yurok, Karok's neighbor to the west, 
there is a form -ep which, as Haas (1967:359) 
points out, occurs in plant-tree-bush terms 
(e.g., ci • sep 'flower, flower bush', pa'^a • p 
'Woodwardia fern', me'^ykwelu • p 'poison 
oak'), and also in constmction with kohl 
'one' where the resultant form is glossed 'one 
(of a tree)'. According to Haas, the status of 
-ep is undetermined; there is question as to 
whether it is a concrete suffix which can be 
used with numerals as well as noun stems or 
whether it is part of the Yurok classifier 
system (Haas 1967:359-360) which treats 
members of the plant world as shape-differ
entiated (classifiers in Yurok occur only with 
adjectives and numerals). 

If -ep is a concrete suffix and not a 
classifier, does its similarity with Hokan set I 
forms represent possible genetic affiliation 
between Hokan and Algon-Ritwan, or is it an 
example of diffusion of a Hokan feature into 
Yurok? Unless the kinship of -ep within 
Algon-Ritwan is established (and so far no 
such kinship has been demonstrated), we can 
only consider the possibility of diffusion, 
since the anomalous status of -ep, as a 
concrete suffix, weakens any argument that 
the resemblance is fortuitous. 

There are instances of borrowing occur
ring between Karok and Yurok (Yu): e.g., K 
pu • vis, Yu pu • wis 'sack'; K pur-~ pu- n 
'chokecherry', Yu pun 'cherry' (cp. SH u - r. 
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Table 4 

YUMAN PLANT FORMS 

Havasupai 

Walapai 

Yavapai 

Mohave 

Maricopa 

Yuma 

Cocopa 

Dieguefio 

Tipai 

Paipai 

Kiliwa 

Pine Tree 

huwal 

hwal 

huwal 

ixal uwi 

xal 

xuwal 

(a)hal 

Mescal 

vyal 

viyal 

viyal 

''amaiy 

vadil^ 

amal 

''amal 

me''el 

yel 

am''al 

Grass Plant 

' ' iwi la 

, ''a-wila 

iwila 

civi• Î  

xantav'^il^ 

iwil 

Mesquite 

''anal 

nal 

nala 

hanal^/''ahnal^ 

anal^ 

' ' a na l ^ 

an^al 

''a nal 

enal 

AC po'^l 'chokecherry'); K ti • pti • p 'Wood
wardia fern', Yu tu • p, tu • ptu • p 'swordfern' 
(cp. SH ti • pti • p 'swordfern'). Karok is 
a probable source language for Yu -ep not 
only because of the high degree of simi
larity in the biotaxonomies of the Karok 
and the Yurok, but also because of the 
stmctural similarities the languages ,share 
(Bright and Bright 1965). Diffusion of tlie Yu 
element into Hokan through Karok is unlikely 
because of the difficulties posed in accounting 
for the phonological and grammatical changes 
the form would have to undergo. 

Considering Karok as a source for Yu -ep 
presents a problem. Karok has no glottalized 
consonants. According to Robins (1958), 
however, there are a number of plant-tree-
bush terms that end in p rather than p (e.g., 
meca - nep 'yarrow', wogorup 'plant, sp.'). It 
may be that the variation between glottaliza-
tion and non-glottalization is explainable 
within Yurok. 

Although K (^)i-p (see Table 2) as a 
source for Yu -ep is problematical, it is more 
probable than PPo *-b^ {<**-'^b) since the 
source of Yu p would have to be the result of 

vowel deletion. Moreover, at the time of 
white contact the Pomo peoples were geo-
graphicaUy separated from the Yurok by 
Athabaskan and Yukian peoples, and we have 
no evidence of Pomo-Yurok contact at or 
predating the time depth of PPo. 

In Yuki, Wappo, and Proto-Miwok the 
similars for Hokan set II forms represent 
Hokan-Yukian and Hokan-Penutian intersec
tions, ^al ~ ^ol 'tree, stick, wood' occurs in 
Yuki and hoi 'tree, stick, wood' occurs in 
Wappo. Jesse Sawyer (n.d.) says that hoi 
occurs either as first or second member in a 
wide variety of compounds naming trees and 
objects made from wood or sticks; see also 
hole 'stalk, stem' which is synchronically 
monomorphemic (Sawyer, personal communi
cation). 

There is also a similar in Wappo for Hokan 
set I; i.e., a recurrent -o occurs in a large 
number of names for trees and plants. Sawyer 
considers this -o to be, historically, a variant 
of hdl. 

*al(a • )wa . . . . 'tree' has been recon-
stmcted for Proto-Miwok (cp. Lake Miwok 
[Callaghan 1965] Mwa 'tree, bush' as in 
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Fig. 1. Linguistic Map of Northern Cahfomia. 
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Taiwan mdlle 'the shadow of a tree', -"^ala as in 
lumee'^ala 'black oak', ^ittum'^ala 'poison 
oak', piila^'ala 'toyon bush'). PPo *q'^a- le 
'tree, plant', Proto-Miwok *al(a •)wa . . . 'tree', 
and Proto-Sierra-Miwok *le • ka, *la - ma 'tree' 
(Broadbent and Callaghan 1960) suggest that 
diffusion into Miwokan may have occurred 
before Pomoan *-le lost its status as an 
independent stem. (The Wintu similar leweq 
'tree Hmb' [Broadbent and Htkin 1964] 
might indicate that borrowing into Wintun 
[Penutian] languages also took place before 
*-le lost its independence.) 

So little is known about the historical 
development of Yukian, Penutian, and Hokan 
that inferences about possible genetic affilia
tion of the Yukian-Penutian-Hokan set II 
similars would be futile. The presence of 
cognates for set 11 in the Chumash and 
Yuman languages argues for the spread of a 
Hokan feature into the neighboring Yukian 
and Penutian languages. 

The discussion in this paper of the dia
chronic difficulties raised by some northem 
Hokan plant-tree-bush forms has consisted of 
little more than reasoned speculation; how
ever, such a discussion is of value in that it 
highlights, in a specific cultural domain (e.g., 
plant hfe), the problem of intersection. Inter
sections and the time depths of intersections 
have surely been contributing factors to the 
lack of satisfactory versions of proto sound 
systems for Hokan and Penutian. Although 
for Hokan, at least, we wih never arrive at a 
reasonable working version of the PH sound 
system until we gain more insight into the 
historical intricacies of the syntactic and 
phonological systems of groups of languages 
(e.g., Pomo, Yuman, Chumash) and of indi
vidual languages, a strict focus on intemal 
genetic concems will not solve problems of 
intersection and determine how they relate to 
the proto-system; we must simultaneously 
develop more studies of prehistoric linguistic 
areas in California. At least two such areas 

exist ki northem Cahfornia, both hinted at 
here by the plant-tree-bush similars represent
ing intersections between Algon-Ritwan and 
Hokan on the one hand and between Yukian, 
Penutian, and Hokan on the other. 

California State College, Sonoma 
Rohnert Park 

NOTES 

1. The work reported on here was supported in part 
by a 1968 postdoctoral grant-in-aid from the Ameri
can Council of Learned Societies. Some of the ideas 
herein were included in a series of talks on Hokan 
comparative problems given in a linguistics seminar at 
the University of Cahfornia, San Diego, Spring 1968. 
An earher version of this paper was presented at the 
Southwestern Anthropological Society meetings, 
April 1972. 

The focus here on northern Hokan languages does 
not imply that I assume Sapir's Northern Hokan 
subgroupings (Sapir 1925:525) to be anything more 
than an hypothesis; for consideration of the general 
problem of subgrouping, and, specifically, Hokan 
subgrouping see Haas 1963 and Olmsted 1965. 

The data sources, other than those specified in the 
text, are; Atsugewi, Leonard Talmy's files (field data 
collected 1964, 1965 under auspices of the Survey of 
California and Other Indian Languages [SCOIL]) 
Chimariko, Edward Sapir's file (data collected 1922) 
Chumash, Kathy Klar's files; Cocopa, Crawford 1966 
Karok, Bright 1957, Kiliwa, Mauricio Mixco personal 
communication; Konomihu, J. P. Harrington's field 
notes; Okwanuchu, Sapir 1917:14; Pomo, McLendon 
1973; Proto-Miwok, Broadbent and Callaghan 1960; 
Shasta, Shirley Silver's files (field data collected 1957 
and subsequently under SCOIL); Yana, Sapir and 
Swadesh 1960; Yuki, Jesse Sawyer's files; Yuma, 
Halpern 1946; Yurok, Haas 1967; Wappo, Sawyer 
1965. 

2. For discussion of morphemization, see Silver 
(n.d.). 

3. K C) i • p is morphophonemic. Length is mani
fested only in pahi- p 'pepperwood tree' (cf pa- h 
'peppemut'); ^ is inferred from a single form, the 
apparently related theme Hpaha 'tree'. 
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Although the morphophonemic status of '> is 
questionable in the K form, there is no doubt of its 
status in Y: cf, siiwin''i 'yellow pine'; baazai''i 
'manzanita bush' (baazai (na) 'manzanita berry'). 
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